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STAY CLEAR CLEANSER PRODUCT REVIEWS 
 
Jordan 
This Stuff Is Great! 
November 19, 2015 
I've been using the Bliss No Zit Sherlok line for years and swear by it, but for some reason 
it's becoming hard to find and stores aren't carrying it anymore so I decided it was time to 
make a switch. I tried two products from Evologie in my birchbox and LOVED them. When I 
ran out of my Bliss cleanser, I ordered this one and have seen great results. It's keeping my 
skin under control, it's not drying, and it's helping to take care of the redness in my skin - 
something the Bliss line never did! Side note - my boyfriend also shares a cleanser with me 
because he actually has pretty bad skin, and this is working well for him too! 
 
lindz 
LOVE Evologie Stay Clear Cream- Finally something that works 
October 23, 2015 
Love this stay clear cream- have had problems with breakouts forever- this cream does it's 
job. It keeps my skin clear without drying it out. I can't believe I have finally found a 
product that works- tried it in birchbox, then used the cleanser and serum... using all 
together my face has never looked better even when I was using medicine form 
dermatologist.. If you have problem skin, you must use this. you will be hooked, this I 
promise. 
  
DaniBee 
Nice, calming cleanser 
October 23, 2015 
I have very sensitive skin, as most people do on their face and I still really enjoyed this 
cleanser. It did great in removing my makeup and cleaning my skin in just one wash. 
  
Frenchie50 
This Actually Works, No Really It Works 
October 16, 2015 
The Evologie cleanser practically tames newly raised papules and pustules over night. It can 
be drying depending on what phase your skin is in and how often your wash your face, but 
a little moisturizer will resolve that. It definitely reduces redness. It does not have a 
fragrance and feels like a lotion when applying to your skin. My only concern is that it works 
too good, and I don't want my skin to adapt and get used to it, because I have no idea what 
I would use. If you suffer from acne, I truly encourage you to try it. 
 
mplum004 
PERFECT for oily skin 
September 29, 2015 
I bought this full size product through the website with hopes it was going to cleanse my 
oily skin. Boy was I happy!! I use this about every other day and it clears my skin. After a 
long weekend of eating bad and drinking things other then water, this helps get rid of 
blemishes. Very thankful for the Birchbox quiz I took that reccommended this product. 
  
Tess 
September 28, 2015 
i have dry skin and this was so gentle. it got the job done, but didn't dry my skin. loved 
using it with a muslin cloth. and, it's a nice big bottle. 
  
MrsBolin 
Love the grittiness! 
September 25, 2015 
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My skin felt very clean after using this product. I have acne prone skin and I enjoy a 
cleanser that gets every bit of make up off my face and leaves me feeling fresh without 
drying my skin. This product does just that. It has a grittiness to it that gets into every 
crack and crevice. I felt it polishing away any flaky dead skin. It lathered well and cleaned 
all my make up off. My skin felt nourished and moisturized afterward. My only complaint is 
that there was a good bit of the "grit" that stayed behind on my face. After my face was 
dry, I just dusted it off lightly with a dry towel. That seemed to do the trick. Overall, I really 
like this product and plan to purchase it! 
 
Chelsey 
AMAZING 
August 25, 2015	  
This is easily one of my favorite products I've ever received from Birchbox! It is such a 
great cleanser with tiny scrubbing beads. The clean feel that it leaves you with is unlike any 
other face wash. Gentle but very effective! 
 
Anonymous 
LOVE 
July 10, 2015	  
Love this face wash. Bought the full size and use it daily. When I turned 24 I started having 
hormonal chin acne, and this is the only thing that keeps it at bay. I still have one small 
bump pop up during that time of the month, but it is much better than the breakout I was 
having before. 
 
cs0108 
Great! 
June 18, 2015 
This cleanser is really great. My skin felt very clean and fresh after. I highly recommend! I 
would buy this product again. 
 
lisaj 
5 stars for me! 
June 7, 2015	  
I like this cleaner. It makes my skin feel smooth after cleasning. I also like that it removes 
most of my eye makeup when I wash my face. I will definitely purchase this product. 
  
SherilynG 
Perfect smell and love the way my skin looks and feels 
June 4, 2015	  
I love this product... I am 45 years old.. And a sun junkie... This cleanser makes my face 
feel clean and fresh and healthy... Used in combination with the cream ...,and my "sun 
damaged" skin looks radiant.... I get so many compliments ... And inquiries as to what I 
use.. I gladly and wholeheartedly recommend .... 
 
Anonymous 
Love this 
June 3, 2015	  
For someone who suffers from adult acne + sensitive skin, I believe I have found my saving 
grace. I use this when I see a potential zit or have a breakout & within 24 hours the blemish 
is gone or almost gone. You can feel the product working. 
  
Meghann 
Great Acne Products for Aging Skin 
May 30, 2015	  
I am 34 and still struggle with Acne. Problem is, my aging skin cannot handle most of the 
commerical acne products out there. Its dries is out too much. Not the case with Evologie! 
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This cleanser is perfect for my 34 year old skin. Not too drying but still effective on my 
acne. I use it every other day during the winter months and can up it to every day during 
the summer.  
 
Jess 
Finally, I can get rid of Proactive! 
April 14, 2015	  
I have used Proactive for several years, and for the past 3 I have been trying to find a 
better product. Unfortunately every time I switched my skin would break out.   Love this 
cleanser and how it makes my skin look and feel great ! A little goes a long way, so I'm sure 
this full size bottle will last at least 6 months. 
 
Anonymous 
Great cleanser 
April 10, 2015	  
Have a great clean feeling without over drying out my skin. Love it! 
 
Sammy 
My new fave product! 
April 2, 2015	  
Love the feeling when my face feels clean, not oily, not dry and make-up free. And I can 
even see it foam up on my face. So glad I tried this cleanser, It's my new go-to cleanser. 
Love it! 
 
Sassy 
I can't live without this! 
March 8, 2015	  
Every so often I run out, switch brands, get a sample of something else.... THEN, I come 
running back. How a cleanser can keep my skin clear is beyond me. This product is 
amazing! 
 
BadRad 
Loved it!! 
February 1, 2015	  
I really, really loved this cleanser and intend to use again. It does not make your skin feel 
dry and taut, just very clean. I have very picky skin and this product does great for me. 
  
Tmarie 
Great Product 
January 18, 2015	  
Received this as one of the samples in my box and I wasn't disappointed. I have used many 
facial cleansers and this one left my skin feeling refreshed. I just purchased it! Can't wait to 
start using it once it arrives! 
  
 
Michie 
Great product 
January 9, 2015	  
I have pretty oily skin so while I want to always feel clean, my face can't handle exfoliants 
very well. this one was gentle enough for me to use a couple times a week while leaving my 
skin feeling clean and smooth! 
  
Ashley 
wonderful 
January 6, 2015	  
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one of the only cleansers that actually made my face feel like it was clean and not super dry 
afterward. and it actually helped with my acne prone skin so thats a plus! will be purchasing 
this again 
  
Katie 
Great Cleanser 
January 5, 2015	  
I love this cleanser! Didn't leave my face oily or dry. Was just the right amount of moisture 
and kept my face feeling clean. Used twice a day and worked great! 
  
Paigeey 
Changed my FACE!! 
December 29, 2014	  
This face wash has revolutionized my skin. I've tried millions of acnes washes and this has 
been my hands down favorite. Not only does it takes to grit of the day off, it leaves your 
skin feeling soft and bright. Using this with the Claudile face oil my skin has never been 
clearer. 
  
Kelly 
Love this cleanser! 
December 20, 2014	  
I received the sample in my Birchbox and had to buy the full product. It leaves my face 
feeling hydrated and clean unlike other cleaners that make your face feel dry. I have seen 
improvement in my skin/acne since using this product and it lasts a long time too! 
  
Tiffany 
Impressed 
December 20, 2014	  
I didn't think much about this product when I got it but when I used it the first time I was 
impressed. I washed my makeup off with this cleanser and it removed all of my makeup. It 
was gentle and left my skin feeling great. 
  
Jdiprato 
FINALLY!! After 30 years of searching and trying. A product that actually improved 
my skin 
December 4, 2014	  
Quick and simple - IT WORKS. Two weeks and you see an improvement in your skin tone, 
texture, glow. This product is the very best on the market and I have tried it all. Accutane 
as a teenager. As an adult-Retin A, Tazorac, spent $5000 on laser treatments to improve 
skin texture and minimize pore size. Tried every top of the line cleansers, creams and 
toners on the market. This is the ONLY product system that works and I don't need to see a 
Doctor to get it. Cleanser, Blemish Serum and Clear Cream. My advice, try it, you will be 
hooked. 
  
Brittb 
Finally a foaming cleanser that doesn't strip my skin!! 
November 27, 2014	  
I love this product! I have very sensitive skin and most products- especially foaming 
cleansers, are too harsh and irritating. However, most cream/milk cleansers don't make my 
skin feel clean and don't get below the surface to remove makeup. The Evologie cleanser is 
the first foaming cleanser I've found that leaves my skin feeling so so clean and refreshed, 
but doesn't strip my skin or leave it dry and irritated. My facialist always told me I shouldn't 
use a foaming cleanser because my skin is too dry and sensitive, but at my last visit, even 
she was impressed by how clear my pores were and how healthy my skin looked. I would 
highly recommend this cleanser to anyone looking for a foaming face wash that is very 
effective yet calming and healing for sensitive skin :) 
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Daphattack 
Perfect for teenage skin! 
November 19, 2014	  
My tween daughter is starting to show some hormonal breakouts around her t-zone and all 
I've had her do is add this to her daily shower routine and it has helped tremendously! She 
likes the scent a lot too and a little goes a long way. Effective and a good value. 
  
skswilley 
Clear Skin 
October 28, 2014	  
I've always had light acne that nothing seemed to help, then I tried Evologie. It doesn't take 
a lot, it foams nicely, and cleans without overdrying (which was what frequently sent me on 
the vicious cycle in the past). I also love the ingredient list! 
  
LindseyP 
banish breakouts 
October 27, 2014	  
Using this on breakouts is a death sentence for pimples. It isn't defining but still is effective. 
I am a big fan of the full product line. 
  
JenChicago 
Refreshing! 
October 27, 2014	  
This product is so refreshing! I feel more awake after I use it, especially first thing in the 
morning. My face feels very clean and it doesn't dry out my skin. I also have adult acne and 
this seems to really be helping to clear that up, even my acne scars are going away. 
  
LizH23 
love! 
October 20, 2014	  
i really love this face wash. my face feels very clean after using. you do not need to use 
very much so the bottle lasts a long time. i will continue to buy this face wash. 
  
drbloom 
MUST HAVE!! 
October 12, 2014	  
This cleanser has a wonderful way of truly cleansing your skin (with only one wash) without 
being abrasive. It left my skin squeaky clean, without feeling too dry. A true MUST HAVE 
cleanser for acne prone skin!!! 
  
Carolyn 
Great daily face wash 
October 7, 2014	  
Perfect daily face wash! I use it twice a day and within a week my face looked 2x as 
healthy. Definitely suggest! 
  
MistyBee 
My favorite cleanser sample yet 
September 29, 2014	  
A little bit goes a long way, so don't let the price throw you. It leaves my skin feeling very 
clean and I like that it is unscented. Definitely a keeper! 
  
Daphilli 
Softest cleanser I've ever used. 
September 24, 2014	  
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This cleanser makes your skin feel so soft! I have extreme combo skin, dry cheeks and 
super oily t-zone. This really balances my skin. The blemish serum works really well too. 
Not a huge fan of the stay clear cream, only because it feels like it's smothering my skin, 
but I must say so far I am very pleased with this brand after only a week of use. I am in my 
30's and have been fighting adult acne for a while and this is even better than the 
"subscription" trio that I used to swear by. Overall, great product! 
  
Hey_Jude 
Pleasantly surprised -- not drying! 
September 21, 2014	  
I was actually very disappointed when I received this sample because not only do I not have 
acne, I don't have oily skin, either. I decided to try it after a sweaty workout and ended up 
loving it! It did not make my face feel tight. I have been using it with a facial brush, so a 
little goes a long way. Highly recommend! 
 
atominaga13 
Great for Semi-permanent Lashes 
September 2, 2014	  
Great product oil free which is exactly what I needed for my semi-permanent lashes. Keeps 
my skin looking and feeling clean without overly drying out my skin. 
  
Gabbyg 
August 28, 2014	  
I really liked this face wash, it smelled really good and left my face feeling clean. I would 
purchase this wash again. 
  
skswilley 
Clearing my skin up! 
August 22, 2014	  
After a week's use, my skin is clearing up, my pores are shrinking, and I feel like my skin 
looks younger and brighter! I'm in love. 
  
zeppinabox 
thank you! 
August 16, 2014	  
i got a sample of this in my box a few months back. my skin started breaking out more than 
usual, so i figured i'd try it. i use it every other night, and my skin hasn't looked this good in 
a while. no more breakouts, and it looks brighter and healthier. and the best part? no 
clogged pores! 
  
Noel 
LOVE how this makes me skin feel 
August 14, 2014	  
Love this cleanser! It made my skin feel amazing and feel like it really cleansed and 
removed all the dirt and grime off my face! 
 
Jackie 
Love it! 
August 9, 2014	  
I really love this product. It smells awesome, foams up nice and doesn't make my skin 
break out. I also hear really good things about this brand. I will definitely consider getting 
the full line. 
  
partigirl 
Love the product! 
August 7, 2014	  
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Great product. Made my face feel clean and fresh. Highly recommend it. Smells nice and the 
texture is great. Love the product! 
  
steph369 
Go to product 
August 6, 2014	  
One of my new go to products. I loved the WaY it made my skin feel. I have acne probe 
skin. Very oily and I loved this purchased the next day. 
 
DatAz 
So Amazing! 
August 4, 2014	  
I've had a acne as long as I can remember. Whether it was major breakouts as a teen or 
spots here and there now as an adult. I've used a few things that didn't work at all and I've 
used some that were good but not great. I've used something very natural that worked 
quite well, but I still had breakouts during my cycle. I've used a very popular acne system 
that did get rid of the acne, but made my skin look lifeless and feel really tight. Evologie 
(even only using every other day as it was a sample and I wanted it to last!) worked so 
well, my skin didn't break out (even during that time) and it felt soft and moisturized as 
well. I HAVE to make this purchase. 
  
Mallary 
good product 
August 3, 2014	  
Inreally like the sample size given. Face felt super clean and not dry! Product has a pleasant 
smell and good consistency.bWill purchase again 
 
KHGF 
feels great 
August 2, 2014	  
This cleanser feels good going on and rinses off easily. The scent is light and pleasant. It 
doesn't dry out my skin or make it oily. I don't know if it clears up blemishes, as claimed, 
because I didn't have any in particular during the time I used the sample, so we can 
conclude at least that it does not cause any. 
  
Dani 
Best Birchbox sample!Totally cleared my skin! 
July 31, 2014	  
I received the cleanser as a sample in my Birchbox and was excited to try it as I've been 
unable to rid my skin of adult acne. My acne was primarily on my cheeks and I have dark 
spots on my jaw line\neck. I also have sensitive, combo skin (oily t-zone) which makes 
trying new products a challenge. After the first use I noticed how clean my skin felt without 
feeling dry. I used the sample for 2 weeks and saw the acne fading within days. I didn't 
expect it to work or i would have taken photos but my husband noticed after a few days too 
(so awesome). By a month's time my acne was cleared!! I ordered the full size cleanser and 
just started using the intensive blemish on the dark spots along my jawline - i have seen 
them fade slightly and look forward to seeing what happens. I find the price point to be 
reasonable compared to other skin care lines that I've used in the past. I plan on trying the 
stay clear cream. This by far is the best Birchbox sample I've received!! 
 
Paige 
Love! 
July 30, 2014	  
I like this cleanser a lot, seems very gentle and gets all my makeup off without drying me 
out! A lot of acne cleansers do that but this one is a nice balance of oil control and moisture 
:) 
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heather531 
Love This! 
July 29, 2014	  
I love this face wash! You only need a little dab for your face and neck, and it removes all 
traces of makeup, and leaves your skin feeling nice and soft. 
 
RPmommy 
Love it 
July 28, 2014	  
I loved this cleanser. It works well to get off all day makeup. Also, it leaves your face feeling 
refreshed after use. 
  
Ellen 
Impeccable ingredients 
July 27, 2014	  
This is a product I can get behind. I'm super picky about ingredients because I have 
sensitive skin, plus quite a few issues with it like acne and pigmentation. I looked up all of 
the ingredients in this cleanser and every single one is shown by research to be non-
irritating and many of them are quite beneficial to the skin. This is a brand I will keep in 
mind for skin care in the future because they are using what works, without any 
unnecessary fillers or trendy, useless ingredients. 
  
Nicole 
Love it. 
July 24, 2014	  
I absolutely love this cleanser! My skin is very prone to breakouts when I try new cleansers, 
so I was very hesitant to even try this sample, but I'm so glad I did. It is so gentle and my 
skin feels so soft and clean from using this. 
  
HeatherG 
love 
July 23, 2014	  
I loved this product, it was easy to use, it really worked and it left my skin feeling great and 
smooth 
  
ontheglam 
Does what it should! 
July 22, 2014	  
Nice cleanser- my skin feels clean but not tight after using this. No irritation, redness, or 
breakouts. Will definitely purchase at some point. 
  
katiekat 
Would buy again 
July 20, 2014	  
This cleanser is super because it does not dry out my skin. 
  
Kelley 
Cleanser 
July 19, 2014	  
This was a nice cleanser for my combination skin. It left my skin feeling clean, without 
drying it out. 
 
TO READ ALL 1,242 REVIEWS GO TO: 
https://www.birchbox.com/shop/feedback/review/index/product_id/4288/ 
 


